Dissecting autoimmune diabetes through genetic manipulation of non-obese diabetic mice.
Type 1 diabetes results from a genetically and immunologically complex autoimmune process that is specifically directed against the pancreatic beta cells. Non-obese diabetic mice spontaneously develop a form of autoimmune diabetes closely resembling the disease in humans. This happens because, like human diabetic patients, non-obese diabetic mice have an unfortunate combination of apparently normal alleles at numerous loci associated with Type 1 diabetes. In isolation, each of these allelic variants affords a small degree of susceptibility to diabetes. In combination, however, they set in motion a series of immunological events that lead to islet inflammation and overt diabetes. Type 1 diabetes is associated with defects in self-tolerance and immunoregulation. It involves presentation of beta cell antigens to autoreactive T lymphocytes by professional antigen-presenting cells, the recruitment of antigen-activated T cells into pancreatic islets, and the differentiation of these antigen-activated lymphocytes into beta cell killers. Understanding the precise sequence of events in the pathogenesis of Type 1 diabetes has been, and remains, a challenging task. Much of our understanding of the immunology of the disease stems from studies of genetically engineered, non-obese diabetic mice. These mice provide reductionist systems, with which the contribution of individual cellular elements, molecules or genes to the disease process can be dissected. This review focuses on the lessons that have been learned through studies of these mice.